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Thermally stimulated recovery (TSR) is a non-conventional mechanical spectroscopy
technique that allows to analyse in detail the relaxation processes of polymeric
systems in the low frequency region. This work reviews the main aspects and potenti-
alities of this technique. The different kinds of TSR experiments that can be performed,
global and thermal sampling (TS) experiments, are described and illustrated with
several examples. Also, the different methods for the determination of the thermokinetic
parameters (activation energy and pre-exponential factor) of the thermal sampling
(TS) procedure are explained and compared. In this context, the compensation
phenomenon, which always appears in TSR results when the studies are performed
in the glass transition region of a given system, is discussed. Examples of the appli-
cation of this technique to different polymeric systems during the last 20 years are
provided. An emphasis will be made on the analysis of the effect of crystallinity
degree and crosslink density on the TSR response. A comparison between the results
(characteristic times and activation energies) obtained by different techniques,
namely TSR, dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA), and differential scanning calorime-
try (DSC), is made.
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1. Introduction

Among the various available methods of analysing the relaxation processes and molecular
motions of polymers are the so-called thermally stimulated techniques. They constitute an
alternative to other conventional techniques such as dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA)
or dielectric relaxation spectroscopy (DRS), offering the possibility to accede to lower
frequencies (10232 1024 Hz) associated with a high resolution. In thermally stimulated
techniques a static stimulus is applied and the response is monitored while the sample
is subjected to a temperature program, usually a heating at a constant rate. The most
used of such techniques is the thermally stimulated depolarization currents technique
(TSDC), where the polarization release of a previously poled sample is investigated.
The first work related to this technique was published in the sixties (1) and other
classical works related to this technique are listed in references (2), (3). In particular, a
review of the various areas of application of thermally stimulated currents was made in
reference (3). The corresponding mechanical equivalent technique is thermally stimulated
recovery (TSR) and has also been used for more than 20 years (4–11), with the advantage
of giving direct viscoelastic information and being used in non-polar systems. Moreover
the study of conformational mobility with TSDC above Tg is usually masked by the
presence of peaks associated with free charge mobility. However, TSR also present
drawbacks such as the impossibility of investigating a material showing a significant
irreversible flow response. A related technique, called creep rate spectroscopy, has also
been reported (12, 13).

More recent works, where TSR is applied to the study of the temperature-dependent
characteristics of materials, namely their phase transitions and molecular mobility, can be
found in the literature, besides the classical works of references (4–11). Some examples
are mentioned here: investigations of the a-relaxation dynamics in amorphous (14, 15) or
semi-crystalline polymers (16, 17), copolymers or blends (18, 19) and thermosets (20, 21),
studies of secondary relaxations (16, 22), analysis of the effects of humidity on the creep
and recovery behavior of linear aliphatic nylons (23), characterization of the interface/
interphase in composites (24, 25), and evaluation of the compatibility of different
phases and phase separation in interpenetrated networks (26).

Recently, it was shown that TSR can also be used to perform physical aging
studies (27). The characteristic parameters of the recovery upon heating were found to
be sensitive to the evolution of structural relaxation (27). For two materials, a polyester
thermoset and a semi-crystalline poly (ethylene terephthalate) (PET), and in all the
aging temperatures studied, the TS characteristic parameters showed consistent variations
with aging time, ta: the activation energy decreased with increasing ta and an opposite
behavior was observed for the pre-exponential factor of the relaxation time t0 (see
Equation (3) below). The decrease of the stored strain, 10, was related to the stiffening
of the material upon aging. The shift of the process to lower temperatures, Tmax, during
structural relaxation was interpreted in terms of the shifting of the isolated retardation
times towards lower values in the TS experiments.

TSR is usually designated in literature as thermally stimulated creep (TSCr) but in
fact one should distinguish between TSCr and TSR experiments as shown in the next
section. So this designation is related with the real principle of the experimental
protocol: in global TSR experiments a static stress is imposed to the sample at a tempera-
ture (Ts) higher than the temperature location of the relaxation under study. Thus, in the
resulting strain all molecular processes are involved because all characteristic times, t(Ts),
are small enough to quickly respond to the mechanical stimulus. During this mechanical
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loading process the sample is cooled down to a lower temperature (T0), at which the
characteristic times are so high that any recovery process could not occur at a reasonable
time scale.

The stress is eliminated at the temperature T0. During a controllable heating process
with no stress applied to the sample, those times are progressively reduced and when they
reach sufficiently small values the recovery process may be observed as sudden decreases
of the 1(T) line (or peaks in a d1/dT plot).

By applying the thermal sampling (TS) or thermal windowing procedure described in
Section 3, it is possible to decompose a complex process, characterized by a distribution of
characteristic times, into narrow distributions of characteristic times, enabling analysis of
the fine structure of the TSR global spectra (4–6, 8, 28, 29). For instance, the use of such
procedure in the context of the TSR technique revealed that b relaxation processes in
polyesters are a superposition of different contributions (30–32), allowed to resolve the
overlapping processes at low temperatures of liquid-crystalline side-chain polymethacry-
lates (33) and revealed two components in the b retardation mode of some amine-cured
epoxy networks (34) So, TSR constitutes a complementary tool to the DMA experiments.
In fact, from dynamic measurements it is only possible to access the global behavior of the
processes, whereas the TS procedure permits to experimentally decompose a complex
process. Moreover, the low frequency character of TSR experiments and its non-
isothermal character also allow extracting valuable information about the dynamics of
the polymeric chains in less time than the typical isothermal mechanical creep/
recovery experiments. In a previous work it was demonstrated that TSR can be
performed in a commercial dynamic mechanical analyser (35), allowing to establish a
better comparison between TSR and DMA data.

A description of the main aspects and potentialities of this non-conventional
technique for clarifying the relaxation phenomena, and in particular the a-relaxation, is
presented in this work. Several examples, in which the glass transition dynamics of
distinct polymeric systems is analysed by TSR, will be given.

2. Global Experiments

The temperature-time programs of the two kinds of global thermally stimulated experi-
ments that may be performed, thermally stimulated recovery (TSR) and thermally stimu-
lated creep (TSCr), are schematically depicted in Figure 1. The response that results from
the application of these two kinds of global experiments to a given system is complex,
reflecting the existence of a distribution of retardation times. By applying such
programs it is possible to monitor the recovery of the sample’s strain as a function of temp-
erature by TSR, whereas in TSCr it is the strain of a sample subjected to a static stress
during a controlled heating that is measured as a function of temperature. It should be
pointed out that performing a previous blank experiment (for each global or TS experi-
ment) may be required to eliminate geometrical changes not assigned to the relaxational
processes under study (35). A blank experiment is carried out under the same experimental
parameters of the desired TS experiment but with no creep stress. It contains all the
changes in a sample’s geometry not resulting from the recovery process that one
pretends to analyse.

An example of these two types of global experiments, conducted on a thermoset
synthesized from a polyester resin based on orthophthalic acid, is given in Figure 2.
This system showed negligible irreversible flow when subjected to mechanical stresses,
which allowed to perform these experiments in the glass transition region (36). To our
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knowledge, this was the first time that TSR and TSCr results were presented simul-
taneously for a given material (36). The normalized derivative curves, d1/dT/
(d1/dT)max, were obtained through the numerical derivation of the previous data.
Figures 2 and 3a clearly show the glass transition as an abrupt change in 1(T ) or as a
peak in the d1/dT plot. The temperature of the maximum of jd1/dTj, Tmax, which can
be seen as an indicative value of the glass transition temperature (Tg), is around 968C,
for both experiments. The general shape of the two peaks in Figure 3a is also very
similar as we are probing the same molecular motions, i.e., micro-Brownian motions of
the main chain segments with a similar time scale and both responses are governed by
the retardation times.

The Tg of this sample was also measured by DSC (36), the most conventional
technique to perform such analysis. This result is presented in Figure 3b in terms of the
derivative of the heat flux in the temperature axis (@Q/@T). A peak is detected with a
maximum at 978C. This value corresponds to the temperature of the inflection point in
the rise of the specific heat in the glass transition, that is one of the possible definitions

Figure 1. Temperature-time programs for global a) TSR and b) TSCr experiments. A static stress is
applied during the steps with the thicker lines in the T vs t representation. The temperature Ts is
above the temperature range of the studied relaxation processes and ts is the creep time.
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of the calorimetric Tg. This temperature is generally close to the crossing point of the
enthalpy lines corresponding to the liquid and the glass behaviors, i.e. the enthalpic
glass transition temperature. The comparison between Figures 3a and 3b clearly show
that Tmax, measured by TSR and TSCr, and Tg, measured by DSC, are very similar, as
expected for techniques with similar time scales. Small differences between such values
could arise from the different thermal histories of the samples, namely the heating rate.
So, Tmax can be considered as a good parameter to characterize the glass transition.

TSR has been shown to be very sensitive to locate and characterize the glass transition
of samples exhibiting crystallinity/orientation or crosslinking effects (37, 38) even when,
in some cases, the Tg is not detectable by DSC (37). An example of this last statement is
given in Figures 4 and 5 for an oriented and semi-crystalline PET. Although in a typical
DSC scan at 108C/min its Tg is almost undetectable (Figure 4), global spectra clearly
revealed the a-relaxation between 100 and 1108C (Figure 5) (39).

3. Thermal Sampling (TS) Experiments

3.1. General Methodology

In these experiments the mechanical stress is applied only in a narrow temperature
range within the temperature region where the global process appears. A typical TS exper-
iment is schematically explained in Figure 6 and consists of the following steps: 1) a static
stress s0 is applied at Ts during a time period ts; 2) the sample is quenched to
Tr ¼ Ts2 DTw with the stress applied; 3) the stress is removed and the mechanical
strain is allowed to recover during a period of time tr; 4) the sample is quenched to T0,
well below the temperature region of the global process (say 508C below Ts); and 5)
the position of the probe tip, always in contact with the sample, is monitored during a con-
trollable heating (typically 48C/min), from T0 up to a final temperature well above Ts.

Figure 2. Global TSCr (solid line) and TSR (dashed line) spectra of a thermoset. The experimental
conditions were, for both cases, s ¼ 0.1MPa and b ¼ 48C/min. Data taken from reference (36).
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With this procedure the purpose is to excite, as much as possible, a narrow distribution
of characteristic times at a certain temperature from the broad spectrum of the entire
process. It is possible to selectively fractionate the broad distribution of retardation
times associated with the global process by performing different TS experiments at
different Ts, in the region of the complex relaxation process under study. Roughly
speaking it can be said that the deformation of the sample in response to the applied
stress s0 is due to the contribution of molecular groups that relax in times smaller than
ts or that their retardation time is smaller than a characteristic retardation time ts
which depends on ts. Then, the temperature is decreased a few degrees to Tr and the
stress made zero. Under these conditions the sample is kept for a time tr and a part of
the deformation is recovered, and this recovery is due to groups that at temperature Tr
relax at times shorter than ts. Again, roughly speaking, it can be said that the remaining
deformation of the sample at the end of this stage, and which will be monitored during
heating, is due only to those molecular groups whose relaxation times are at Ts shorter
than ts but at the temperature Tr are longer than tr. This selects a narrow window
around ts within the distribution of retardation times.

In a simple analysis, each TS curve can be identified with a thermally stimulated
mechanical recovery process of an elementary mechanism. The Voigt-Kelvin model

Figure 3. a) Normalized derivative of the lines shown in Figure 2 (solid line: global TSCR; dotted
line: global TSR). b) Derivative of the DSC heat flux curve obtained on the studied thermoset at
108C/min; prior to this experiment the sample was cooled from the equilibrium at 808C/min
down to 258C. Data taken from reference (36).
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(parallel association of an elastic spring and a viscous dashpot) can be used in order
to predict the dependence of the strain upon time or temperature. The corresponding
constitutive equation is:

tðTÞ d1ðtÞ
dt

¼ s0

E
$ 1ðtÞ; ð1Þ

where s0 is the static strain, E is the Young modulus of the spring element and t(T ) is the
retardation time of the process. In the Voigt–Kelvin model the characteristic time is

Figure 4. DSC heating scan at 108C/min of a semi-crystalline PET (Xc ¼ 36%).

Figure 5. Global TSR spectra for the same PET of Figure 4. Solid line: Ts ¼ 141.58C, dashed line:
Ts ¼ 151.78C. s0 ¼ 2MPa, ts ¼ 4min, b ¼ 48C/min. Data taken from reference (36).
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t ¼ h/E, where h is the viscosity of the Newtonian dashpot. This model is equivalent to
the Debye model used in the TSDC technique.

Applying Equation (1) to a mechanical recovery process (s0 ¼ 0) during a heating at
a constant rate b ¼ dT/dt, the temperature dependence of the strain is

1ðTÞ ¼ 10 exp $1=b

ðT

T0

dT 0=tðT 0Þ
" #

; ð2Þ

where 10 ¼ 1(T0).
Usually it is assumed that t(T ) obeys an Arrhenius type behavior,

t ¼ t0 exp
Ea

RT

$ %
ð3Þ

and the two thermokinetic parameters characteristic of a TS experiment, the apparent acti-
vation energy Ea and the pre-exponential factor t0, are calculated based on the previous
assumptions and equations.

In order to understand the influence of the experimental parameters chosen on the
final TSR response, a systematic study was carried out by Alves et al. (40) for the three
fundamental parameters of a TS experiment: the creep time ts, the window width DTw,
and the recovery time tr. The use of a simple model to describe the TSR experiments
on a system characterized by a distribution of activation energies allowed to predict the
same variations detected in experimental TS results for a semi-crystalline PET in its
glass transition region, when these parameters were independently changed: i) an increas-
ing intensity of the TS peaks and a shift to higher temperatures as ts increases; ii) an
increasing intensity of the TS peaks and a shift to lower temperatures as DTw increases
or tr decreases (40). For this particular case it was concluded that the decrease of DTw,
usually considered the more obvious procedure to narrow the distribution of retardation
times, was not the most efficient way to isolate a quasi-elementary process. For the
studied system the decrease of ts seemed to be the most efficient strategy (40).
Moreover, this work demonstrated that the change of any of the studied experimental

Figure 6. Temperature–time program of a TS experiment. The static stress is applied during the
isothermal stage at and also during the cooling down to Ts2 DTW (thicker lines). Typical values
of the experimental variables: ts ! 5min, DTw ¼ Ts2 Tr ! 38C, tr ! 2min, b ! 48C/min. Tmax
is the inflexion temperature of 1(T).
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parameters could significantly affect the response of a material studied by TSR (40). In
particular, the modification in the thermokinetic parameters (namely the activation
energy) of the TS experiments may be very pronounced, especially if Ts is close to but
below Tg. So, the experiments performed on a material at different Ts should use the
same ts, DTw and tr values and the same should be applied when different materials are
compared. These conclusions are also valid for TSDC.

Next, a summary of the main methods for calculating the thermokinetic parameters
will be given. The activation energies of a semi-crystalline PET were calculated by the
three methods that will be described here (35). It was found that the obtained activation
energy is nearly independent on the method of calculation (35). In fact, all these
methods are based on the modelling of the TS data with Equation (2). The good
agreement between the methods may be an indication that this simple equation is a
good description of the thermally simulated behavior of a quasi-elementary process, at
least up to temperatures close to Tmax.

3.2. Determination of Thermokinetic Parameters

3.2.1. Bucci or BFG Method. From Equation (2) the creep rate d1/dt can be calculated:

d1

dt
¼ $10t

$1ðTÞ exp $1=b

ðT

T0

dT 0=tðT 0Þ
" #

: ð4Þ

It can be easily found from Equations (2) and (4) that

tðTÞ ¼ $ 1

b

1ðTÞ
d1ðTÞ=dT : ð5Þ

Equation (5) is often applied for calculating the temperature dependence of the retard-
ation time directly from the experimental results. This procedure, called the Bucci or
BFG method, was first derived for the treatment of TSDC data (41). The calculation of
t(T) by the BFG method is carried out between !Tmax2 30 and !Tmax, where Tmax is
the temperature of maximum absolute creep rate. More detail in the use of Equation (5)
can be found in reference (35).

3.2.2. Direct Fitting. Another way of obtaining the thermokinetic parameters is to
directly fit the data to Equation (2). Three parameters are obtained for each TS curve:
Ea, t0 and 10. Initial approximations of the 10 values are given by the 1(T ) values in
the higher plateau of the experimental TS curves. The three adjustable parameters are
obtained by minimization of the sum of square residues, S:

S ¼ Si½1ðTiÞ $ 1ðTi; t0; Ea; 10Þ&2; ð6Þ

by using a non-linear least-squares algorithm (Generalized Reduced Gradient),where 1(Ti)
are the experimental values and 1(Ti, t0, Ea, 10) are the theoretical ones, obtained from
Equation (2). The fitting is conducted for values of 1(T) between the initial higher
plateau and approximately the temperature at the inflexion of the curve, covering
typically a temperature range between 20 and 408C.

It was shown that for each Ea value there is always a log t0 value that minimizes S,
when the thermokinetic parameters are calculated through the direct fit method (42). The
region of (log t0, Ea) that minimizes S is very deep, suggesting that the fitting of the data
with a model assuming a single retardation time is an ill-posed problem (42). However, an
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absolute minimum of S in the (Ea, log t0) plane, with coordinates compatible with the
thermokinetic parameters obtained by other methods, should always be observed (35).

3.2.3. Initial-Rise Method. Another procedure that allows for the calculation of the ther-
mokinetic parameters, which has been proposed for TSDC, is the initial-rise method (43).
It is based on the fact that well below Tmax the variation of the creep rate, d1/dt, given by
Equation (4), is mostly affected by the t21(T) term, i.e., the exponential term can be con-
sidered as constant. Taking the Arrhenius behavior, one can write, under this assumption:

d1=dt ! $ expð$Ea=RTÞ: ð7Þ

From Equation (7) one can extract Ea from the slope of the linear regression of ln
(2d1/dt) vs 1/T. The pre-exponential factor, t0, may be obtained from the relationship
between Ea, t0 and Tmax:

t0 exp
Ea

RTmax
¼ RT2

max

bEa
: ð8Þ

This equation is obtained by calculating the temperature of the maximum of the
absolute creep rate variation by differentiation of Equation (4) and assuming an
Arrhenius kinetics for the retardation time. It should be pointed that this equation is
extremely important when using the TS procedure, because it relates to the three funda-
mental parameters that characterize a TS experiment (Ea, t0 and Tmax). When this
method is applied, the data used in the calculation range from temperatures at which
the strain rate is ca. (d1/dt)max/20 and (d1/dt)max/5, where (d1/dt)max is the maximum
of strain rate (that occurs at T ¼ Tmax). Outside this data range a deviation from
linearity is usually observed (35, 44). Note that as we are approaching (d1/dt)max the
initial assumption of this method is no longer valid.

3.3. Discussion of the Compensation Phenomenon

The Arrhenius lines of the TS curves obtained in the glass transition region but below Tg
tend to converge to a single point (as can be seen, for instance, in Figure 9—see Section
3.4.1). This point is usually referred to in the literature as the compensation point, being
characterized by a compensation temperature Tc and a compensation time tc. The compen-
sation phenomenon has been extensively observed and discussed in the literature
(8, 14, 33, 45, 46) and always appears in TSR and TSDC results when the studies are
carried out in the glass transition region.

This compensation phenomenon can also be seen by a nearly perfect linear relation-
ship between the thermokinetic parameters (Ea and logt0) when they are represented
against each other (or equivalently by a linear relationship between the activation
enthalpy and the activation entropy from the Eyring analysis (47, 48)). Figure 7 shows
this compensation plot for several polymeric systems. Details about these materials and
the experimental conditions can be found in Alves et al. (36–38, 49). The compensation
parameters tc and Tc can be obtained from the linear fittings of the results presented in this
figure:

log t0;i ¼ log tc $ Ea;i= lnð10ÞRTc; ð9Þ

where t0,i and Ea,i are respectively the pre-exponential factor and the activation energy for
the ith Arrhenius line.
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Substitution of this equation in the Arrhenius equation (Equation (3)) leads to

ln t ¼ ln tc þ
Ea

R

1

T
$ 1

Tc

$ %
ð10Þ

known as the compensation law (6).
The compensation parameters are presented in Table 1 for the polymeric systems

referred to in Figure 7.
For polycarbonate (PC) and short carbon-fiber reinforced polycarbonate (PCþ CF) it

was found that, despite the extensive overlap of the two linear representations, the com-
pensation parameters are somewhat distinct. It may be interesting to notice that another
study using TSR reported a higher compensation temperature and a lower compensation
time for a composite system (an epoxy resin reinforced with glass beads) relative to the
corresponding matrix (48).

For the polyester thermoset the compensation time is relatively low, compared with
those observed in polymers with more flexible chains (49). A lower value of tc was

Figure 7. Compensation plot for several polymeric systems. (A) Biaxially oriented and semi-
crystalline PET (Xc ¼ 36%) (PET2), (W) semi-crystalline PET (Xc ¼ 29%) (PET3), (D) PC (r)
short carbon-fiber reinforced PC, (S) PMMA crosslinked with 0.5wt% of EGDMA) (PMMA0.5),
(N) PMMA crosslinked with 5wt% of EGDMA (PMMA5), (M) PMMA crosslinked with 9wt%
of EGDMA (PMMA9) and (q) polyester thermoset.

Table 1
Compensation parameters (tc and Tc) for the systems referred in Figure 7

PC PCþ CF Thermoset PET2 PET3 PMMA0.5 PMMA5 PMMA9

Tc/8C 158 151 113 119 100 137 166 151
tc/s 27.5 90.6 0.6 0.3 2 1.8 0.1 0.3
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also reported for a poly (cyanate epoxy) thermoset (21). From simulation of TSDC results
it was also concluded that global peaks of systems obeying the compensation effect
broaden as the compensation time decreases, for the same compensation temperature
(50). This observation is consistent with the obtained results (Figure 3a) because the
glass transition of this material is, in fact, broad when compared with the results
observed in polymers with less stiff chains (49).

The model previously referred to for the simulation of TSDC data (50) is based on the
assumption that the underlying processes may be described in terms of parallel
(uncoupled) activated, Debye-like processes and was tested in several different polymer
systems (51). It was found, for example, that for a side-chain liquid crystalline polymer
the a-relaxation could be described by a Gaussian distribution function for the activation
energy (with a mean value of 270 kJ .mol21 and s ¼ 130) and with a compensation
behavior with tc ¼ 7.1 s and Tc ¼ 24.98C. Different TS experiments were simulated
with b ¼ 48C/min and the corresponding thermokinetic parameters were obtained by
the BFG method (36). The knowledge of Tmax, Ea and log t0 allowed for the representa-
tion of the temperature dependence of t(Tmax) or equivalent frequency. The simulated
results revealed the same trend usually obtained from experiments, i.e., the decrease of
the retardation time with increasing Tmax (36). From these results it was concluded that
the slow increase of the equivalent frequency with temperature, always observed in TS
experiments, is a natural consequence of the occurrence of a compensation effect in a
system characterised by a distribution of characteristic times (36).

In Table 1 PET2 is a biaxially oriented and semi-crystalline film (crystallinity degree
Xc ¼ 36%) whereas PET3 is an isotropic semi-crystalline material (Xc ¼ 29%). Unor-
iented and biaxially oriented films of PET have been compared for exploring the
influence of molecular orientation and crystallinity on the compensation parameters
(8, 52–54). However the results are not conclusive. In some studies there seems to be a
variation of the compensation parameters with these factors (52, 54), reflected for
instance in the decrease of tc with increasing crystallinity/orientation, whereas in
another study (8) the influence is not significant. In these studies (8, 52, 54) Tc ranges
between 5 and 308C above Tg, as for the PET samples of Table 1. The decrease of tc,
with increasing crystallinity/orientation, which also occurs for the PET samples in
Table 1, was interpreted as a decrease of the size of the moving units (52).

In the case of the poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) networks a systematic variation
of the compensation parameters as the crosslinking degree increases was not observed.
Different values can be found in literature for the compensation parameters of conven-
tional uncrosslinked PMMA, e.g., Tc ¼ 1648C and tc ¼ 1.6 ( 1023 s (47), Tc ¼ 1558C
and tc ¼ 0.01 s (55), or Tc ¼ 1348C and tc ¼ 3 s (56). It is interesting to note that the
values reported by Doulet et al. (56) are similar to those found in this work for the
slightly crosslinked sample PMMA0.5 (the number after PMMA refers to the mass
fraction of the crosslinking agent: ethylene glycol dimethacrylate - (EGDMA)). It has
also been reported for PMMA that Tc is sometimes more than 508C above Tg (55) and
that Tc, contrary to tc, is dependent on tacticity (56).

In fact, the practical significance of the compensation parameters appearing in
thermally stimulated studies is difficult to interpret and up to now no consistent theory
has offered an unambiguous explanation for their physical origin. Various interpretations
of the compensation phenomenon can be found in the literature, e.g., it has been con-
sidered as an indicator of cooperative molecular motions or some other cooperative tran-
sitions (48, 53, 57–59), explained in terms of the coupling model by Marchal (60, 61),
who suggested that Tc could be related to a phase transition temperature (57, 62), or
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explained as an information transfer between the two thermokinetic parameters by means
of some kind of thermal mechanism (63, 64). The difference between Tc and Tg has been
related to the stiffness of the polymeric chain (8), though this relation is not very clear as
shown by Ramos et al. (65). Some authors have argued that this phenomenon does not
have a true physical origin but rather it is a result of statistical error propagation (66).
However, in some cases (67, 68) this phenomenon could not be simply described by an
error propagation. It was suggested that the compensation phenomenon cannot be con-
sidered as a basic feature of the glass transition relaxation but that it is just a
mathematical consequence of a fundamental relationship between the Gibbs energy and
temperature (65). Another argument supporting the lack of a physical basis for this
phenomenon is that it predicts that at the compensation temperature, usually observed
5–308C above Tg for the generality of materials (56, 65), all the characteristic times of
the different processes are the same; this means that at Tc the system behaves as an elemen-
tary process. Of course this is not an acceptable possibility in the case of most polymeric
systems. In fact, the existence of a distribution of characteristic times at Tc was demon-
strated for an isotactic polypropylene (69) and for a semi-crystalline PET (70), both
studied by mechanical spectroscopy techniques.

The results presented in Figure 7 also seem to indicate that the compensation pheno-
menon is, in fact, a pure mathematical consequence of the underlying process and does not
have a true physical origin, because it is seen for completely distinct polymeric systems
(e.g., unreinforced and reinforced amorphous thermoplastic, semi-crystalline thermoplas-
tics with different crystallinity and orientation, a thermoset, and polymer networks with
variable crosslinking degree) that the compensation lines tend to converge to the same
point. It seems independent of important factors such as reinforcement, crystallinity,
orientation, or crosslinking. In addition, it was previously found that compensation is
independent on the previous thermal history below Tg undergone by the material (37).

A recent work has given further arguments for attributing the compensation effect to a
pure mathematical consequence of the underlying process (42) This work has shown
that there is an intrinsic compensation between the two thermokinetic parameters in the
description of the TS data, when the direct fitting method is used to calculate Ea and
log t0 (42). This conclusion was based on the observation that for each Ea value there is
always a log t0 value that minimises S (42). This fact is also responsible for the valley
shape of the S plot (42). It was shown that the temperature dependence of the strain 1
during a heating experiment may be simplified by 1 (T ) / exp[2c/t (T )], where c is a
constant and t(T ) is the Arrhenius retardation time (42).

It was also found that compensation coordinates obtained from different sets of the
same original collection of (log t0, Ea) correlate themselves (42). If one isolates the best
compensation points, a perfect linear relationship is obtained. This effect, reported for
the first time in TSR results, was designated as hyper compensation (42).

3.4. Examples of the Application of the TS Procedure to the Study of the Glass
Transition Dynamics of Polymeric Systems

3.4.1 Effect of Crystallinity. The semi-crystalline morphology of a polymer introduces a
confinement of the glass-forming regions at the nanometer scale, which obviously influ-
ences the a-relaxation associated to the glass transition. So, the glass transition of a
semi-crystalline polymer is dependent on the crystalline fraction and also on its micro-
structure (71–74).
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PET can be easily obtained either as closely amorphous or with a crystallinity degree
that can vary from !0 to 50%, as a result of thermal treatments above the glass transition
(75, 76). Uniaxial or biaxial drawing could also induce the formation of a crystalline phase
in the amorphous material (77, 78) and for example, for high values of uniaxial drawing
the effect is more to align the crystallites with the drawing direction rather than to increase
the degree of crystallinity (79). These facts demonstrate that PET is suitable material to be
investigated with different crystallinity and orientation profiles.

TS experiments were performed in the glass transition region of two different PET
samples: PET3, an isotropic bar with a crystallinity degree Xc of 29% and PET2, a
biaxially oriented film with Xc ¼ 36% (37). Figure 8 shows some of those experiments
represented in terms of the absolute derivative of the measured strain recovery as a
function of temperature. These curves show a peak with the maximum appearing at
T ¼ Tmax and are shifted to higher temperatures as Ts increases. For T ) Tg, the height
of the peak increases as Ts increases due to the progressive activation of more
molecular groups participating in the relaxation process for a given time, as is
typically seen in this kind of experiment (36, 49). Similarly, TS results from TSDC
experiments in the glassy state, exhibit an increase of the total polarization with increasing
polarization temperature towards Tg (see, for example references (57, 67, 80)). Above Tg
the height tends to stabilize and usually a decrease is observed above the temperature at
which the activation energy begins to decrease. This occurs because the retardation
times become smaller as the temperature goes to the elastomeric plateau and the relaxation
modes in the region of TSR (!100 s) become more scarce (70). The intensity of the peaks
is lower for PET2 than for PET3 reflecting a more crystalline/oriented sample with a
smaller amorphous phase and hence with a less intense a-process. The decrease of the
peak area with increasing orientation was also detected by TSDC (81) for PET samples
with different drawing ratios (from 1 to 7.2).

The Arrhenius plots for the two samples, obtained by applying the BFG method to the
previously shown experimental results, are presented in Figure 9 (37). The obtained
variation of the activation energy with temperature is shown in Figure 10 for the two
samples (37). The high values of Ea usually obtained for the TS experiments carried
out in the glass transition region may be explained on the basis of cooperative confor-
mational rearrangements of the macromolecular segments. A nearly constant value
of Ea is obtained at low temperatures for PET2, which may be explained by the
Adam-Gibbs theory that states an Arrhenius behavior for the chain mobility in the glassy
state when the configurational entropy becomes independent of temperature (82). Ea

presents a maximum at a temperature around Tg, where the change from the Arrhenius
to the VFTH regimes occurs. So, the temperature of the maximum activation energy can
also be used to locate the glass transition of the sample. This change from an Arrhenius to
a VFTH behavior has also been observed by low-frequency dielectric spectroscopy (83)
and TSDC techniques (84). Above Tg the materials are in thermodynamic equilibrium
and Ea decreases as the temperature gets higher, according to the VFTH equation (70).

The maximum values of Ea obtained in this work (37), 354 kJ/mol for PET2
and 388 kJ/mol for PET3, are in agreement with the one found in the literature for
semi-crystalline PET by thermally stimulated depolarization currents (TSDC)
(*378 kJ/mol) (45), while for amorphous PET the maximum value of Ea is usually
higher (*457 kJ/mol) (45).

Different profiles of variation of Ea with temperature and different values of Ea at the
transition from the Arrhenius to the VFTH behavior were obtained for these PET samples
with different crystallinity and orientation (37), as can be seen in Figure 10. PET2 has a
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lower activation energy than PET3. According to Sauer and Kim (85) the lower values of
Ea are an indication that the polymer chains are more homogeneous in terms of their struc-
tural regularity and/or composition. The lower values of Ea exhibited in Figure 10 by the
oriented semi-crystalline PET were attributed to its higher structural regularity when
compared with the isotropic semi-crystalline PET (37). The Tg of PET2 (1078C),
estimated by TSR as the temperature of the maximum activation energy (Figure 10) is
*128C higher than the Tg of PET3 (958C).

Figure 8. Absolute derivative of the measured strain recovery as a function of temperature for
a) PET2 and b) PET3. The experimental conditions were b ¼ 48C/min, DTW ¼ 38C,
T0 ¼ Ts2 508C, ts ¼ tr ¼ 4min and 62.18C , Ts , 136.18C for the film and 58.98C , Ts ,
122.48C for the bar. For clarity not all the performed experiments are plotted. Data taken from
reference (37).
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3.4.2. Effect of Crosslink Density. The segmental dynamics of polymeric systems is
strongly affected by intermolecular constraints (86, 87). The crosslinks of a polymer
network constitute a way of constraining the segmental motions, and, in many cases,
play a similar role as entanglements in linear polymers with sufficiently high molecular
weight. The effect of crosslinking degree on the a-relaxation has been investigated by
several authors and revealed a significant broadening of this relaxation and a slowing
down of the segmental dynamics as crosslink density increases (88–91). The behavior
of non-crosslinked PMMA in the glass transition region has been extensively studied by

Figure 9. (A ) TS data in the glass transition region. a) PET2; b) PET3. In the glassy state the
Arrhenius lines (solid lines) converge to the compensation point (circle) (this issue is discussed
in Section 3.3). Data taken from reference (37).
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various techniques (e.g., references (92, 93)), which makes this amorphous polymer
a suitable system to investigate and improve the comprehension of the crosslinking
effect on the a-relaxation. The segmental dynamic behavior of PMMA has been
studied by thermally stimulated methods, primarily by thermally stimulated currents
(14, 85, 94–97). Also, some works of thermally stimulated creep can be found (14, 56).
Recently, the effect of crosslinking degree on the a-relaxation of PMMA was investigated
by TSR (38), using ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA) as the crosslinking agent.
TS results obtained for PMMA networks with different crosslinking degrees, in the
glass transition region, can be found in reference (38). An example of such results is
shown in Figure 11, for PMMA crosslinked with 0.5% by weight of EGDMA. The shift
of the curves to higher temperatures and the increase of the low temperature plateau of
the TS curves as Ts increases are shown.

The thermokinetic parameters were calculated with the BFG method for the three
samples (38). The variation of Ea with Ts for the three samples is presented in
Figure 12. The transition from an Arrhenius to a VFTH behavior, presented in the
previous section for PET, was also observed for these PMMA networks (38). For all
the samples it was possible to obtain Ea at quite low temperatures, far below Tg. In this
temperature range Ea depends only slightly on temperature, adopting an Ahrrenius
behavior characteristic of the glassy state.

The degree of cooperativity of an observed process can be analysed by observing the
deviation of the activation energy relative to the zero-entropy case (98). Starkweather
suggested that localized processes should occur with negligible activation entropy. In
this case the activation energy can be given by,

Ea ¼ RT ½1þ lnðkBT=2phf Þ&: ð11Þ

Figure 10. Activation energies as a function of temperature for PET2 (open circles) and PET3 (open
triangles) calculated in both the glassy and equilibrium states from TS experiments. Data taken from
reference (37).
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where f is the frequency of the experiment, kB is the Boltzmann constant and h is the
Planck constant. In TSR experiments the equivalent frequency, f, can be assumed to be
!1022.5 Hz; this value was based on the observation of numerous thermally stimulated
depolarization results (99).

Lacabanne and co-workers used the Starkweather procedure previously described and
showed that even at low temperatures, far below Tg, the involved motions in PMMA are
still cooperative (14). Such behavior seems to be quite general, as it was also found at low
temperatures for other polymeric systems (36, 49, 100).

The same features in Ea(T) described here for PMMA were observed by thermally
stimulated depolarization currents (TSDC) (e.g. references (14, 85, 97)). The values of
maximum Ea obtained by TSR in this study (38) were similar to the ones found in the
literature for uncrosslinked PMMA by thermally stimulated creep (14) and TSDC (47).
Also, the temperatures of maximum Ea obtained by TSDC (*1208C) (101) for uncros-
slinked conventional PMMA, using the TS procedure, is similar to the one found here
by TSR for the slightly crosslinked sample (*127.28C) (38), although the last value is
somewhat higher due to the presence of EGDMA.

These results showed that the profile of variation of Ea with temperature, obtained
through the TS procedure, is sensitive to crosslinking effects: a significant shift of the
a-relaxation to higher temperatures as well as a broadening of the process as the cross-
linking degree increases was observed (38). The broadening of the a-relaxation as the
EGDMA content increases is due to the increase of molecular environments felt by the

Figure 11. TS results in the glass transition region for PMMAwith 0.5wt% of EGDMA, obtained at
different creep temperatures Ts (in the graphics). The solid lines are the simulated curves with the
thermokinetic parameters obtained from the Arrhenius fitting of the t(T) results. Data taken from
reference (38).
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Figure 12. Temperature dependence of the apparent activation energy across the glass transition for
a) PMMA with 0.5wt% of EGDMA, b) PMMA with 5wt% of EGDMA and c) PMMA with 9wt%
of EGDMA. W-DMA results, calculated from the temperature shift factors (numerical differen-
tiation). By fitting the shift factors in the liquid state with the WLF equation and using the relations
between the WLF and VFTH parameters Ea(T) curves were computed with the corresponding B and
T2 parameters (solid lines). 4-TSR results, where Ea was obtained from the TS curves by applying
the BFG method and assuming an Arrhenius behavior. Data taken from reference (38).
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segmental motions, imposed by the crosslinks. A variation of Tg with crosslinking degree
of about 208C from the slightly crosslinked PMMA to the more crosslinked sample and a
transition between a VFTH and a Arrhenius behavior is observed both by DMA and TSR
(Figure 12). Above Tg, the Ea values obtained from DMA, and TS experiments agree very
well.

3.5. Comparison Between TSR, DMA and DSC Results

The activation energies as a function of temperature obtained by TSR and DMA, calcu-
lated for distinct PMMA networks in a previous work (38) and shown in Figure 12,
were compared with the activation energy values obtained by creep for the same
networks (38). It was found that the transition from the Arrhenius to the VFTH regime
can be detected by DMA, creep, and TSR (38). The main difference is that TSR allows
to characterize the relaxation features in the glassy state more accurately. In fact by
TSR the activation energy can be obtained at very low temperatures, as seen in
Figure 12. In the TSR experiments the transition from the Ahrrenius to the VFTH
behavior is shifted towards higher temperatures and the maximum Ea is lower with
respect to the DMA (Figure 12) or creep data (38) due to the isothermal character of
DMA and creep experiments (102).

The variation of the characteristic times with temperature obtained for a semi-
crystalline PET and by different techniques (70) is shown in Figure 13. The times
t(Tmax) as a function of Tmax obtained for different TS curves are often a measure of

Figure 13. Circles: retardation time at the inflexion temperature of the TS curves (Tmax) as a func-
tion of Tmax for the studied PET. Triangles: mean retardation times as a function of temperature cal-
culated from DMA experiments; the dashed line linked to these data is an extrapolation to higher
temperatures according to the VFTH equation. Solid line: mean retardation times as a function of
temperature obtained from DSC. More details can be found in reference (70, 103).
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the time scale of TS experiments due to the fact that at that temperature the variation of the
strain during the recovery process is maximum. It is seen that these retardation times do
not vary significantly on the logarithmic axis, taking values near 100 s, such as in TSDC
experiments (99). The magnitude of these values is also typical for DSC time scales.

The mean retardation times calculated from DSC experiments through application of
a configurational entropy based model (103) are also presented in Figure 13. It can be seen
that above Tg the DSC and DMA lines are approximately parallel and the DSC times are
higher than the DMA times. Although the same physical phenomenon (conformational
rearrangements in the glass transition region) is analysed, the measured properties and
the type of solicitation are distinct; hence, the DSC and DMA times at a given temperature
should not be necessarily the same, which in fact was observed. It should be noted that in
the glassy state it is not correct to directly compare DSC and DMA data, because both
experiments are performed under very distinct thermal histories. The DSC curve corre-
sponds to a cooling experiment at 408C/min whereas the DMA data results from isother-
mal experiments, where the sample stayed !20min at each temperature. The transition
from the glassy state to the equilibrium phase is detected by both DSC and DMA in
Figure 13. Well below Tg a typical Arrhenius behavior is detected from the linearity
between log t and 1/T. Above Tg a clear curvature on the relaxation plot is visible,
which can be well described with the VFTH Equation (70).

This comparison between DMA and TSR results demonstrates the complementary
character of both techniques. It can be concluded that the molecular mobility is studied
by TSR in a narrow time scale range when compared with DMA, but at low frequencies,
below the usual frequency range covered by typical DMA experiments.

Figure 14 compares the activation energies obtained by TSR, DSC and DMA for the
same PET of Figure 13 (70). The Ea values corresponding to the TS experiments were
calculated by applying the BFG method and are plotted here as a function of Tmax.

Figure 14. Activation energies as a function of temperature calculated in both the glassy and
equilibrium states from TSR (squares) and from DSC experiments (solid line). The dashed line is
the activation energy calculated from the DMA results in the equilibrium state, using the VFTH
equation. More details can be found in reference (38).
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The apparent Ea values corresponding to DSC were obtained from differentiation of the
data shown in Figure 13. The dashed line corresponds to the activation energy values cal-
culated from the DMA results in the equilibrium state.

It was found that the transition from an Arrhenius behavior characteristic of the
metastable glassy state and a typical behavior of a liquid in equilibrium can be detected
either by TSR and DSC (70). Interestingly enough, a good agreement is found between
DSC and TSR values in Figure 14. The Ea maximum occurs at the same temperature in
the two techniques, which have similar equivalent frequencies. Also, for T . Tg the
DMA results are in accordance with the ones obtained by TSR and DSC.

4. Final Comments

In general it can be said that the non-conventional technique, TSR, constitutes an
important tool for the analysis of the molecular mobility of polymeric systems and
complements the information obtained by other more common techniques such as
DMA, DSC, creep or DRS. Its principal advantages are the possibility of acceding to
lower frequencies (1023–1024 Hz), associated with a higher resolution and, by
applying the TS procedure, the ability to decompose a complex process, characterized
by a distribution of characteristic times, into narrow distributions of characteristic
times. Due to its high sensitivity, the TSR technique is also adequate for identifying
glass transition (or secondary relaxation) processes, especially in systems where this
task is not straightforward by conventional techniques (e.g. DSC), such as thermosets
or highly crystalline polymers. The impossibility of investigating a material that
presents a significant irreversible flow response constitutes its major drawback.
Moreover, it must be pointed out that there is still a need for improving the modelling
of the TSR response. This is particularly relevant for the description of the glass transition
process where structural relaxation is neglected in the mathematical description of the
TSR experiments.

Appendix: List of Symbols and Abbreviations

B parameter of the VFTH equation
BFG Bucci-Fieschi-Guidi (method)
DMA dynamic mechanical analysis
DSC differential scanning calorimetry
DRS dielectric relaxation spectroscopy
E Young modulus of the spring element of the Voigt-Kelvin model
Ea apparent activation energy given by the Arrhenius formalism
EGDMA ethylene glycol dimethacrylate
PC polycarbonate
PCþ CF short carbon-fiber reinforced polycarbonate
PET poly(ethylene terephthalate)
PMMA poly(methyl methacrylate)
R ideal gas constant
S sum of square residues (Eq. (6))
Tc compensation temperature
Tg glass transition temperature
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Tmax temperature at which the variation of strain is maximum during a TSR
experiment

T0 minimum temperature of a TSR experiment at which the characteristic
times are very high

T2 parameter of the VFTH equation
Ts creep temperature at which s0 is applied during ts
TS thermal sampling
TSCr thermally stimulated creep
TSDC thermally stimulated depolarization currents
TSR thermally stimulated recovery
VFTH Vogel-Fulcher-Tamman-Hesse (equation)
WLF Williams-Landel-Ferry (equation)
Xc degree of crystallinity
f frequency of the experiment
h Planck constant
kB Boltzmann constant
ta ageing time
tr recovery time
ts creep time
DTw temperature interval where s0 is applied during a TSR experiment. For a

global experiment DTw ¼ Ts–T0 and for a TS experiment DTw is typically
2–38C

b heating rate (dT/dt)
1 strain
10 strain in a TSR experiment at the beginning of the heating process (at T0)
s0 static stress applied during a TSR experiment
h viscosity of the Newtonian dashpot of the Voigt-Kelvin model
t retardation time
t0 pre-exponential factor of the Arrhenius equation
tc compensation time
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